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In this article, we shall investigate the relative invariant f(x) of.
a regular prehomogeneous vector space (G, V) when it is one of the
ollowing ones 1) SL(6) GL(1) (A3 A1), 2) Sp(3) GL(1) (A3 A1), 3)
Spin(12) GL(1) ((half-spin rep.) A), 4) E7 GL(1) ((56 dim. rep.) Ax),
where A is the representation on the space of the skew-symmetric
tensors of rank i. The polynomial f(x) has the ollowing orm,
( 1 ) f(x)--(XoYo-(X, Y))2-+-4xoN(Y)+4yoN(X)-4(X, Y.
Here, x (Xo, Yo, X, Y) e CCC’C and (X, Y} is some bilinear
form in X and Y, N(X) is some polynomials in X, and XX is some
polynomial mapping from the X-space into itself.

We shall calculate the Fourier transiorm of the hyperfunction
If(x)l or a generic s e C. As shown in [5], the formula of the Fourier
transform gives the unctional equation of the local zeta unction as-
sociated with the prehomogeneous vector spaces.

1o Let Ul, ., u be a basis of the six-dimensional complex vector
space E with the natural action of G=SL(6) GL(1), i.e., (u,..., u)
C2(u, ., u)g for (gl, c) e SL(6) GL(1). We denote by V(20) the vector
space of the skew-symmetric tensors on /i: of rank 3 and x, denotes
the coefficient of uAuAu. The complex algebraic group SL(6) GL(1)
acts on V(20), and it is a regular prehomogeneous vector space. We
identify V(20) and CCM(3, C)M(3, C) by
( 2 ) Xo-- x. Yo x

X.8, Xl8, X12/ X5, X4, X45/
By setting (X, Y) tr (X. Y), N(X) det X, and X the cofactor
matrix of X, f(x) is an irreducible relatively invariant polynomial on
the prehomogeneous vector space (G, V)--(SL(6) GL(1), V(20)) with
the character Z(gl, c)--c. This is the prehomogeneous vector space 1).
We define the symplectic group Sp(3) as the subgroup of SL(6) consist-
ing of the elements which leave U A U4 + U2 A U5 -- U A U6 invariant.
When we set
( 3 ) V(14) {(x0, Y0, X, Y) e V(20) tX=X, ty= y},


